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Abstract 
The complexity and relationality of crisis-related social 
media data demands deep and contextual study usually 
reserved for qualitative analysis, while its vast volume 
requires the use of scalable and innovative data science 
methods. As steps towards human-centered data 
science for crisis informatics, we propose the use of 
contextual data streams and context-sensitive 
quantitative methods such as network science. In our 
research, we also found it enlightening to iterate 
between analysis of large-scale structural features and 
rich details of the individual user activity. 
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Introduction 
Social media platforms are increasingly being used by 
the public during disaster response for a range of 
purposes. A flourishing body of crisis informatics 
research has been focused on understanding the socio-
behavioral phenomena emerging in crisis. This includes 
areas such as sentiment analysis across the population 
represented in the social media stream [5]. Another 
prominent research direction focuses on how 
information diffuses across social networks [2, 4], 
particularly as the special conditions of disaster affect 
such diffusion [11, 16]. A third branch considers self- 
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organizing behaviors of groups that come together 
through social media to accomplish some task they 
deem important during the event, such as lost-and-
found pet matching [18], critical information collation 
[17], event reporting [9,10,13], and crisis-mapping on 
open source platforms [6,15]. 

The high-tempo [9], high-volume convergent nature of 
crisis events produces vast amounts of social media 
data, necessitating the use of the data science methods 
to find the signal in the noise. However, the socio-
behavioral nature of social media communication 
makes it very context-dependent and often relational. 
Thus, in order to glean meaningful insight from the 
crisis-related social media activity it is necessary to use 
methods that account for the complex context of the 
user activity. Historically, such contextual 
understanding has been associated with the use of 
“thick description” [7] in qualitative methods. 

Thus, one of the biggest challenges for crisis informatics 
currently is the development and thoughtful application of 
varied methodological approaches that both harness the 
power of computational techniques and account for highly 
situated and contextual nature of the social activity in 
crisis. 

Background 
As mentioned above, disaster-related decision-making and 
communication can be very complex and multi-faceted. 
Algorithmic study of such decision-making is further 
complicated by the informal nature of social media 
communication. For example, from our study of Twitter 
activity of the geographically-vulnerable in the 2012 
Hurricane Sandy, we know that the residents who were 
faced with the decision of whether to evacuate 

rarely used the word “evacuate” when describing their 
actions. Often, casual and even idiomatic expressions 
were used instead, like a resident who tweeted that he 
is “getting out of dodge.” Thus, searching social media 
only on a predefined list of keywords ignores other 
disaster-related user activity. For instance, less than 
20% of Sandy-relevant tweets by Far Rockaway, 
Queens residents in our dataset were found through a 
keyword search, the rest were discovered by reading 
through all the residents’ tweets for the period [1]. 

Moreover, we know that Twitter users perceive their 
tweeting as a conversational, discursive activity [12]. 
Thus, it is often possible to infer the meaning of tweets 
only in the context of adjacent posts, as the important 
pieces of information are frequently spread across 
multiple messages. This is especially the case with the 
complex protective-decision making. For example, in 
our Hurricane Sandy research we find that we often can 
determine whether resident had evacuated or 
sheltered-in-place only retroactively, when they 
express regret or satisfaction with their decision after 
the fact [1]. Hence, careful analysis of social media 
activity requires treating the data conversationally, as 
opposed to a string of isolated posts. 

Moreover, accounting for historical context is important in 
gaining a deep understanding of residents’ decision-
making in disaster. For example, prior experience with the 
2011 Hurricane Irene played an important role in how 
New York City residents’ perceived the risk of the 2012 
Hurricane Sandy [1]. Having this domain knowledge was 
important to our understanding of residents’ decision-
making in the face of Sandy. 

 



 

Similarly, knowledge of the local geographic context 
can also help researchers interpret the social media 
data. For example, familiarity with the socio-economic 
status (SES) of various NYC neighborhoods was 
fundamental in understanding the reactions and 
grievances of Far Rockaway residents with respect to 
the government handing of Sandy response. Moreover, 
focus groups that are a part of our larger research 
project corroborate that neighborhoods with different 
SES experienced the disruptions of Sandy in very 
different ways, often depending on both economic 
opportunities and the social capital of the residents. 

General Approach: Contextual Data and 
Context-Sensitive Methods 
One solution to this need to attend to variety of 
contexts is to focus on datasets that retains the social 
context of the behavior of interest. For example, 
because Twitter users think of their tweeting as 
discursive activity, the data science that explores it 
should also treat these communications as such. 
Instead of studying isolated tweets resulting from a 
keyword search, we advocate studying the entire 
“contextual streams” of users of interest—all their 
tweets within a certain time frame, including those 
seemingly unrelated to the keyword search, as they 
often contextualize and elaborate keyword-found “on-
topic” tweets (as shown with our Sandy research). 

Similarly, we advocate that the Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) methods such as topic modeling and 
sentiment analysis so popular in studying social media 
data should be applied to the user contextual streams 
as well. This would provide deeper understanding of 
users’ interests and sentiments at various moments in 
time. This, however, brings a new methodological 

challenge, that of determining the appropriate temporal 
resolution for the tweet blocks to be classified. We 
propose the use of time-series techniques to empirically 
determine the appropriate length of the tweet blocks 
for individual user streams [3] and the duration of the 
conversational back-and-forth for conversations 
between users [14]. 

In addition to studying the contextual data, using context-
sensitive computational methods would be another step 
towards the human-centered data science for crisis 
informatics. We suggest that one such method is 
potentially network science. It allows researchers to look 
at the user activity from a structural perspective, based on 
the their interactions, communications, and other 
cooperative activities. It enables us to tease out the kinds 
of structures that emerge from these activities. 
Simultaneously, the relational nature of the network data 
allows us to retain the individual connections that comprise 
some of the social context for the individual user activity. 
Consequently, Granovetter sees social network analysis as 
a potential way of bridging the situatedness of individual 
agency and the macro scale of the social trends [8]. 

While attending to the contextual data and utilizing 
context-sensitive methods is a great start towards 
human-centered data science, many crisis informatics 
problems are so complex that they also require a varied 
mixture of methods: quantitative for finding trends in 
“big picture” macro view and qualitative for 
understanding the rich detail of activity at the micro 
scale, often crucial for interpreting the big picture. 

Such constraints of crisis informatics research have 
inspired us to experiment with combining quantitative 



 

data science techniques with qualitative analysis in a 
variety of ways in our projects. 

Shifting between Big Picture and Rich Detail 
For our 2015 CSCW paper, we collected the contextual 
streams for Twitter users who were identified as 
geographically vulnerable—produced tweets with 
Sandy-relevant terms within the affected area. We 
analyzed the distributions of retweet frequency for 
various populations and identified the segment of 
tweets that were overrepresented in the retweeting 
activity of the geographically-vulnerable in comparison 
to the general Twitter discourse. We then performed 
qualitative content analysis on a sample of the tweets 
that helped us determine that the those tweets 
overrepresented in the retweet activity of the affected 
users are more frequently rich in locally-useful 
actionable information helpful for situational awareness. 
Thus, shifting between big picture of distributions and 
rich details of individual users’ retweets was crucial in 
understanding the activity. We supplemented this work 
with a network analysis of affected users’ retweeting 
activity to determine the socio-relational context of this 
information diffusion. 

In our forthcoming CHI 2016 paper, we analyzed 
crisis-mapping practices of OpenStreetMap (OSM) 
digital volunteers in the humanitarian response to the 
2010 Haiti Earthquake. We used network analysis 
techniques to scope the vast OSM data, such as 
selecting nodes with the top degree, nodes with the 
bottom degree, and edges with top weights to find 
interesting mappers and frequent interactions. We then 
performed detailed qualitative analysis of the map data 
produced by these crisis mappers, which helped us 
inductively identify their common work and 

collaboration practices. Thus, shifting from the 
structural lens of the social network into the rich detail 
of individual mapper activity was important in 
understanding what cooperative work in this domain 
actually looks like. We then refined our network 
techniques to easier isolate the found work practices, 
shifting back to the structural algorithmic view. 

In an ongoing project, we apply Mixed Membership 
Markov Model [14] to the contextual streams of Twitter 
users in several New York City neighborhoods affected 
by the Hurricane Sandy in an attempt to understand 
the differences and similarities in what residents in 
different neighborhoods are concerned about 
throughout the response period. We specify the model 
based on the insights we gained from the detailed 
qualitative analysis of the subset of this data, such as 
the common topical stages neighborhoods seemed to 
progress through before, during, and after landfall: 
among others concern with preparation, damage 
assessment, concern with power outages and gas 
shortages [1]. Moreover, based on the focus group 
findings we expect the topics of concern to differ based 
on the neighborhoods’ socio-economic context, as we 
have found with Far Rockaway where residents also 
tweeted about being forgotten by the media and the 
government and expressed frustration in this regard 
[1]. By seeding the model with insights from rich user 
activity, we hope to find meaningful differences in the 
large-scale neighborhood topical trajectories. 

Thus, in our research, shifting between the structural 
view of the macro scale and rich details of individual 
user activity has proven to be a powerful technique for 
human-centered data science in crisis informatics. 
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